Students' Clothes
J. C. LITTLEFIELD
High Class Tailor
12 BEACON STREET
Evening Clothes a Specialty

Richardson School of Dancing
HUNTINGTON CENTERS
20 Huntington Ave. Boston
Private and Class Lessons
Tel. R. 8608
Special rates to students

STONE & WEBSTER
FINANCE public utility developments
BUY AND SELL securities
INVEST in power stations, electrolyte developments, transatlantic cables, gas plants, industrial plants and buildings
CONSTRUCT either our own designs or designs of others under license
REPORT on public utility properties, proposed extensions or new projects
MANAGE railways, light power and gas companies.

NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO

Hotel Lenox
An hotel which has the atmosphere of a college rich.
Historic as a stepping place for University men, it is the charm of the hotel.
Unusually attractive to college men—graduates or undergraduates.
Popular for its dances in the Rose Garden from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m., Saturdays and S. M. to 10 p.m.
L. F. Price, Managing Director

NITRATE SORROUGH & M. MILITARY WEAKNESS DAY EXPERT
United States Dependent on Chile for Present Supply
During the Christmas recess, Dr. Arthur A. King, professor of military science in the Department of Chemistry at the University of Pennsylvania, delivered the American Psychological Association on "Nitrate Sorrough and Preparedness." He stated that due to the action of the nitrate, a valuable export, a widespread and serious military import which could be certified at once, the war is fought and the United States has primarily come from from the discovery that in the event of war this supply might be lost or deficient or divided and the ports be closed.

A report of a research

EIMER AND AMEND

McMORROW
College Shoes for College Men
238 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
Opposite Thompson's Spa

Subway Baberdasher
Opposite Mass. Ave. Subway
PREPARE FOR WINTER
HEAVY UNDERWEAR, RUBBERS AND GLOVES
ONE DAY LAUNDRY

Let the Beans Spill!
Such jars as those ick me not at all. I tie the can to care and bid misfortune go roll its hoop. You ask me whence the source of all this swank, swagger and supreme sassiness?

THE TECH
Friday, January 5, 1917

Tutoring in Mathematics, Engineering, Physics, Astronomy
Hours: Evenings and by appointment
B. G. Collier, B. S., A. M.
10 WAVER HALL
HARVARD AND REMINGTON SQUARES
Phone Camb. 4556-N

STUDENTS' CLOTHES
J. C. LITTLEFIELD
High Class Tailor
12 BEACON STREET
Evening Clothes a Specialty

RICHARDS SCHOOL OF DANCING
HUNTINGTON CENTERS
20 HUNTINGTON AVE. BOSTON
PRIVATE AND CLASS LESSONS
TEL. R. 8608
SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS

STONE & WEBSTER
FINANCE PUBLIC UTILITY DEVELOPMENTS
BUY AND SELL SECURITIES
INVEST IN POWER STATIONS, ELECTROLYTE DEVELOPMENTS, TRANSATLANTIC CABLES, GAS PLANTS, INDUSTRIAL PLANTS AND BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCT EITHER OUR OWN DESIGNS OR DESIGNS OF OTHERS UNDER LICENSE
REPORT ON PUBLIC UTILITY PROPERTIES, PROPOSED EXTENSIONS OR NEW PROJECTS
MANAGE RAILWAYS, LIGHT POWER AND GAS COMPANIES.

NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO

HOTEL LENOX
AN HOTEL WHICH HAS THE ATMOSPHERE OF A COLLEGE RICH.
HISTORIC AS A STEPPING PLACE FOR UNIVERSITY MEN, IT IS THE CHARM OF THE HOTEL.
UNUSUALLY AtTRACTION TO COLLEGE MEN—GRADUATES OR UNDERGRADUATES.
POPULAR FOR ITS DANCES IN THE ROSE GARDEN FROM 9 P.M. TO 1 A.M., SATURDAYS AND S. M. TO 10 P.M.
L. F. PRICE, MANAGING DIRECTOR

NITRATE SORROUGH & M. MILITARY WEAKNESS DAY EXPERT
UNITED STATES DEPENDENT ON CHILE FOR PRESENT SUPPLY

A REPORT OF A RESEARCH

EIMER AND AMEND

MCNABB
COLLEGE SHOES FOR COLLEGE MEN
238 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
OPPOSITE THOMPSON'S SPA

SUBWAY BABERDASHER
OPPOSITE MASS. AVE. SUBWAY
PREPARE FOR WINTER
HEAVY UNDERWEAR, RUBBERS AND GLOVES
ONE DAY LAUNDRY

LET THE BEANS SPILL!
SUCH JARS AS THOSE ICK ME NOT AT ALL. I TIE THE CAN TO CARE AND BID MISFORTUNE GO ROLL ITS HOOP. YOU ASK ME WHENCE THE SOURCE OF ALL THIS SWANK, Swagger AND SUPREME SASSINESS?

THE TECH
FRIDAY, JANUARY 5, 1917

TUTORING IN MATHEMATICS, ENGINEERING, PHYSICS, ASTRONOMY
HOURS: EVENINGS AND BY APPOINTMENT
B. G. COLLIER, B. S., A. M.
10 WAVER HALL
HARVARD AND REMINGTON SQUARES
PHONE CAMB. 4556-N

STUDENTS' CLOTHES
J. C. LITTLEFIELD
HIGH CLASS TAILOR
12 BEACON STREET
EVENING CLOTHES A SPECIALTY

RICHARDS SCHOOL OF DANCING
HUNTINGTON CENTERS
20 HUNTINGTON AVE. BOSTON
PRIVATE AND CLASS LESSONS
TEL. R. 8608
SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS

STONE & WEBSTER
FINANCE PUBLIC UTILITY DEVELOPMENTS
BUY AND SELL SECURITIES
INVEST IN POWER STATIONS, ELECTROLYTE DEVELOPMENTS, TRANSATLANTIC CABLES, GAS PLANTS, INDUSTRIAL PLANTS AND BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCT EITHER OUR OWN DESIGNS OR DESIGNS OF OTHERS UNDER LICENSE
REPORT ON PUBLIC UTILITY PROPERTIES, PROPOSED EXTENSIONS OR NEW PROJECTS
MANAGE RAILWAYS, LIGHT POWER AND GAS COMPANIES.

NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO

HOTEL LENOX
AN HOTEL WHICH HAS THE ATMOSPHERE OF A COLLEGE RICH.
HISTORIC AS A STEPPING PLACE FOR UNIVERSITY MEN, IT IS THE CHARM OF THE HOTEL.
UNUSUALLY AtTRACTION TO COLLEGE MEN—GRADUATES OR UNDERGRADUATES.
POPULAR FOR ITS DANCES IN THE ROSE GARDEN FROM 9 P.M. TO 1 A.M., SATURDAYS AND S. M. TO 10 P.M.
L. F. PRICE, MANAGING DIRECTOR